
AE 301
Compact, elegant, exquisite.

At just 30cm tall, the front-ported 301 hides its technical prowess

Make no mistake, the performance from the spun aluminium driver, custom
design tweeter, phase-perfect crossover and advanced slot port is nothing
short of phenomenal.

Acoustic Energy Ltd.
16 Bridge Road,

Cirencester,
Gloucestershire,

England, GL7 1NJ

Tel: (+44) 1285 654432
Email: uksales@acoustic-energy.co.uk

www.acoustic-energy.co.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/AEAcousticenergy

Twitter: @Acoustic_Energy

on the 3-Series models or indeed any Acoustic Energy
product, please visit our website:

www.acoustic-energy.co.uk
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What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision
5 Star Review
March 2013 and June 2013

Hi-Fi Choice
“Recommended” 
March 2013

Home Cinema Choice
“Best Buy” 
May 2013

Trusted Reviews
“Recommended” 
May 2013

AVForums
“Highly Recommended” 
May 2013
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305THREE

AE 305
Tall, slim, powerful.

powerful yet controlled, mature and near holographic sound.

attention has been paid to timing and musicality, bass notes starting
and stopping with instant precision. The 305 mixes the best qualities

307THREE

AE 308
Thunderous, subtle, seamless.

Concealed beneath the ultra-clean cubed exterior lies a hugely powerful yet
wonderfully controlled  subwoofer. Integrating seamlessly with the rest of the
3-Series, the 308 is as happy pounding out dance beats as it is reproducing
cinematic earthquakes in all their glory. 

AE 307
Sleek, smooth, transparent.

The 307 is designed using the same drivers, the same crossovers, the same
cabinet construction and same port system as the rest of the 3-Series. This
means it can perform its role to perfection. As part of a 3-Series cinema
system the 307 simply disappears.

308THREE

The Range
Modern, advanced, immaculate.

The 3-Series is designed to be simple. While this sounds easy, it takes
great design and engineering skill to achieve. No visible screws, clean,

acoustics that has made Acoustic Energy one of the most well regarded
names in the Hi-Fi industry.

For the sound to match the elegance of the design we looked back to
the legendary AE1 that Acoustic Energy was founded upon, in particular
the hard-anodised, spun aluminium mid-bass driver that was famous
for its accuracy, clarity, extremely low distortion and high power handling.

Using a version of the AE1 driver with an oversized custom AE tweeter for
perfect integration was the foundation of the 3-Series. Allied to new,
ultra-short signal path, phase-perfect crossovers and placed in extremely
rigid 18mm MDF slot-ported cabinets, the results are some of the most
neutral yet engaging speakers Acoustic Energy has ever made.
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